Regional frequency variation during human ventricular fibrillation.
Quantifying the regional frequency variation in ventricular fibrillation (VF) may lead to focal strategies in treating human VF. We hypothesized that during human VF there are quantifiable regional frequency variations in the ventricles and they relate to underlying fixed myocardial substrate. In eight myopathic human hearts, we studied 35 VF episodes. The electrograms during VF were acquired simultaneously from the epicardium and endocardium using 2 electrode arrays each consisting of 112 electrodes. Regional characterization was performed using a ratio parameter derived from the dominant frequency analysis of the electrograms. The findings were related to the anatomical substrate using bipolar voltage maps. The results of the analysis indicate that LV had a larger dominant frequency (DF) span than RV (p=0.0111) while there was no significant difference (p=0.1488) in the DF span between LV freewall (FW) and septum (SE). Correlation of areas of abnormal myocardium with the dominant frequency feature matched only in 50% of the cases indicating that ion channel heterogeneity and time-varying physiological factors may play an important role in maintaining VF.